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state of affairs, that connection strength is increased; when made
and accompanied or followed by an annoying state of affairs, its
strength is decreased” [1]. This shows that if a learner is

Abstract— Learners who believe in self-directed learning
usually refer all possible sources to gather information. They
also explore social sites to understand the community’s view
about a topic. At times, this whole process of searching for the
required information becomes confusing, time consuming and
tedious. Instead of focusing on learning, they tend to spend
more time on searching and storing relevant resources suitably
in an organized way so that the resources relevant to a concept
can be retrieved for later reference. In literature many models
have been proposed that have used metadata to organize and
store learning content. However they work on a specific
customized learning structure intended for a specific
institutional or organizational needs. This paper presents an
architecture to search relevant resources using a social semantic
focused crawler, to organize them in fragment ontology with the
term specific relevance and to link each resource to
semantically relevant concept in domain ontology, for generic
educational use. A prototype of the proposed architecture has
been implemented using java, MySql, Protégé and OWLAPI.
The experiment study has been conducted on ‘database’
domain ontology and fragment ontology. The proposed
architecture based content organization provides an easy
retrieval of socially semantic relevant resources on the posted
query topics.

provided with the required relevant content at proper time,
then it will strengthen his/her behavior towards learning and
understanding of the concept. Also, if a learner gets the
content which is ranked relevant and popular by the
community, a learner will develop more interest in
understanding the concept or topic. It may be considered as
cognitive influence of social aspect. Therefore, a system that
automatically retrieves the topic relevant resources from the
web and organizes them in a local knowledgebase for later
reference would help a learner to focus more on learning than
surfing [2].
This paper proposes an approach to semantically organize
web resources in the knowledgebase for learning purpose.
These web resources are semantically retrieved from a social
bookmarking site and ranked according to the computed
relevance to a topic or concept under a given domain. The
topic based relevant ranking is computed using domain
specific ontology and collaborative annotations tagged by the
community. The proposed organization is mainly meant for
learning purpose as the ontologies in knowledgebase have
been designed and created specifically for concept
understanding purpose. However the proposed approach can
be utilized for other purposes by incorporating the relevant
ontologies.
Remaining paper is organized as follows: Section II briefs
research in the area of eLearning, in particular Learning
Objects and complexities related to them. The proposed
knowledgebase architecture for semantic organization of web
resources is presented in section III. The implementation of
prototype and benefits of the proposed approach are
discussed in section IV following the conclusion and future
work in section V.

Index Terms—Collaborative bookmarking, eLearning, Social
semantic focused crawler, Knowledgebase organization,
Ontology, Social semantic relevance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet and WWW are used every day by learners and
educators worldwide. They use these web resources for their
information need besides the study material and course books
or notes. This unbounded information is essentially the need
of learners or information seekers. However, they spend lot
of time searching resources for the required information and
store them in their m/c folders on local disk for later use.
Unfortunately, machine and as well as learners, usually, do
not remember about the resource contents. Consequently, it
results in either repeating the search over the web for fresh
retrievals or open each of the stored document to check for
relevant content.
The theory of the law of effect given by Edward Thorndike
states that: “When a modifiable connection between a situation and

II. BACKGROUND
Nowadays, much of the research in the area of eLearning
has focused on the organization of learning content so that the
multimedia components can be reused that can lead to
savings in time and money, and consequently enhance the
quality of digital learning experiences [3]. Achieving them
requires a well defined organization of information. Before
moving towards the proposed work (described in next
section), this section firstly reviews Learning Objects and a
few of the LOM (Learning Object Metadata) research
agendas as proposed by [3], and then discusses some
complexities associated with them.
In literature the work has been done on creating or defining
the metadata structure for resources that can go well with
eLearning environment [4]. Various architectures have been
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Fig. 1. Modular content hierarchy

proposed which produces satisfactory results but, on the
expense of creating new learning material from scratch
according to the need of application. SCORM Content
Aggregation Model [5] and CISCO RLO/RIO Model [6] are
few of the prominent examples of Learning Object Models
that identify learning object components and their use. These
models by and large generalize the process (Fig. 1) that starts
at raw elements and assembles or constitutes these raw
elements to information objects that are meant to serve
specific objective or problem. The terms like Learning Object,
Learning Object Metadata and Learning repositories are
frequently used by researchers of this area. A much
simplified description of these terms as given by Friesen [7]
is as follows. Learning Object refers to digital educational
resources; metadata refers to their systematic description to
facilitate searching and administration; and repositories
represents online, searchable collections of these resources.
More specifically, Learning Object Metadata (LOM)
standard provided by IEEE Learning Technology Standards
Committee defines a Learning Object as: “…any entity,
digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning,
education or training.” [8]. However, this definition allows a
wide verity of granularities, which means, Learning Object
(LO) to include everything from a few byte content to
millions of pages of content.
Duval and Hodgins [3] suggested Learning Object
taxonomy which identifies different kinds of LOs and their
component to overcome vagueness in the definition. They
discussed sixteen Research issues on Learning Objects and
their use in education and training. Our paper focuses on the
first two research issues among them. The first research issue
defines the Learning Object Taxonomy to redefine the basic
definition of IEEE LOM Learning Object in view to the
vagueness in LO definition. The taxonomy in Fig. 1 shows
different levels from domain independent components to
more specific application dependent collections. At the most
basic level of granularity there exist Raw Data Media
Elements, which are contained within the Information
Objects. Learning objects contain Information Objects.
Aggregate Assemblies contain LOs with some defined
objective. This is further assembled into larger collections,
like courses and whole curricula.
The second research issue deals with the LO component
Architecture and suggests the need to develop a flexible
architecture that enables:
• Structuring of LOs and their components that separates
content, structure and presentation.
• Interaction between LOs and their components.
These research issues helped in providing a clear vision to
work for a quality system. However, there exist some
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complexities [7] over the term Learning Object as well. For
example it says that the term ‘Object’ of ‘Learning Object’
refers to a specific technological paradigm i.e. Object
oriented; that consists of specific properties such as
polymorphism, concurrency, encapsulation etc. which in
contrast, has not been considered by any of the content
models. Similarly learning has no clear description as to how
the learning occurs or how it can be best understood. Another
problem lies with the exchange of content or information
among many models that are developed independently with
huge investments. Moreover, the architecture requires
application based customization. This means one has to put
more efforts in developing a complete system for separate
institutes, organizations or for other purposes. Even the use of
same model with different purpose or institutes requires lot of
initial efforts to actually deploy it. Thus, it is hard to provide
desired results, unless the whole structure is automatically
implemented and semantically linked.
These research issues and objections motivated us to
design a structure at the most basic level i.e., at raw data level,
but instead of creating new data and objectives, lessons etc.,
this approach focuses on the reuse of existing voluminous
and ever increasing web repositories by automatically
annotating them using tags given by the communities and
weight them according to their semantic relevance. This will
allow a learner to easily retrieve documents that are
semantically relevant to their posted query topics.

III. OUR PROPOSED KNOWLEDGEBASE ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture of knowledgebase (Fig. 2)
consists of ontologies for educational domain. They form
semantics among concepts and the available useful web
resources. The web resources are kept at the basic level as
individuals (instances of fragments). Benefits of ontology
over traditional metadata, and in eLearning are explained
below following a detailed description of both types of
ontology namely, Domain Ontology and Content Fragment
Ontology (CFO) in the succeeding subsections.
The intension behind this proposed organization is to
arrange the web resources that relate concepts and helps a
learner to find relevant learning resources for a given topic
efficiently. As mentioned above, URLs of the relevant
resources to the topic are stored in CFO structure which is
based on various resource formats. These resources are
linked to concepts in other domain ontologies. Alternatively,
these concepts are also linked to web resources as their
inverse property.

Fig. 2. The architecture of knowledgebase and the related environment.
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When a learner enters a query term, the term is expanded
semantically depending on the depth of information required
by the learner, and then all web resources linked to the
expanded terms are retrieved for him/ her.
Crawling and retrieval of the relevant web resources on
each concept present in ontology is carried out in frequent
intervals of time as a background task. The semantic resource
retrieval and their social semantic ranks, relevant to each of
the domain concept are computed using an algorithm called
Social Semantic Relevant Resource Retrieval and Ranking
(SSR4) [9]. Thus retrieval procedures and computation for
relevancy are completed offline before a learner submits
her/his query topic. Retrieval of relevant web resources on
the submitted query by a learner therefore only requires
URLs extraction from ontology. This reduces the effective
search time tremendously for a learner.
This paper as an extension to [10], particularly focuses on
organizing knowledgebase formed by linking concepts in
domain ontology and content fragments in CFO. It helps a
learner to efficiently retrieve semantically relevant web
resources from the knowledgebase. This proposed semantic
organization of the web resources ensures to an extent that
only relevant resources are delivered to a learner, which in
effect helps the learner to save her/his search time.

organize various web repositories that are relevant to the
concepts from educational domain.
This provides a separate structure for concepts (topics) and
content (learning repositories), consequently easing the
process of ontology maintenance and incorporation of
frequent changes.
Advantages of ontology together with collaborative
bookmarks over metadata: In traditional LOM based
systems, the content repositories are usually stored in raw
form with its properties, and are assembled later for an
objective or defined problem. Such architectures store
documents with manually annotated metadata and based on
their properties different content are assembled to form the
Learning Object that are meant to serve some pre-defined
objective. Though the metadata related to a document
describes it efficiently but have some shortcomings. It firstly
requires initial efforts to create metadata manually and
secondly, it alone does not fulfill reasoning capabilities as it
lacks in semantics [14]. However, Ontology provides a better
solution to overcome these issues.
Virtually web resources are huge in number, dynamic in
nature and are changing frequently on the web. Feeding
metadata manually for each web resource in such a scenario
is practically not feasible. Alternatively, there exist social
collaborative sites that work as folksonomy (social
classification), constructed collaboratively by the
communities. Web users on Social Bookmarking Sites (SBS)
like delicious.com1 tag or bookmark web documents with a
set of terms (tags) that help them to organize their web
resources for later use. The site also allows users to share
these bookmarks. Taking advantage of this information as
feedback for web resources, their associated bookmarks are
used to determine document relevance for a concept through
an approach called Focused Crawling using Human
Cognition (FCHC) [9]. These retrieved annotations and
associated web resources are then applied with pre existing
domain ontologies to compute social semantic similarity
between the topic and the web resources. Thus instead of
metadata, collaborative bookmarks and ontologies are used
by this approach to determine semantic relevance of the web
resources automatically.

A. Ontology for eLearning Resource Organization
Ontology is a science that studies explicit specifications of
the concept and relations among them under a domain [11].
In general philosophical terms ontology defines (specifies)
the concepts, relationships, and other distinctions that are
relevant for modeling a domain. The specification takes a
form of representational vocabulary (classes, relations, and
so forth) which provides meaning for the vocabulary and
formal constraints on its coherent use [12]. Moreover,
ontology shares a common understanding of the concept
organization among community or machines, makes the
domain assumptions explicit and enables reuse of domain
knowledge. Mathematically, a core Ontology is defined as a
structure [13],
1
O
C, C , R, σR , R , A, σA , T
consisting of:
i) four disjoint sets , ,
whose elements are
called concept identifiers, relation identifiers, attribute
identifiers and data types, respectively.
on, called concept hierarchy or
ii) a partial order
taxonomy,
called relation signature,
iii) a function :
iv) a partial order
on, , called relation hierarchy,
where
implies |
| |
| and
|
for each 1
|,
(
is the ith component of tuple t, and
v) a function :
, called attribute signature,
vi) a set of datatypes such as strings, integers, etc.
This kind of a graph based hierarchical structure defines a
clear association of concepts that simplifies the reasoning
tasks among them which makes the ontology suitable for
semantically organizing eLearning resources. For eLearning
purpose ontologies are desired to:
• define various concepts under different educational
domains and

Fig. 3. Snippet of 'Database' domain ontology

1) Domain ontology
Domain ontology in our proposed system consists of a set
of ontologies developed manually in protégé2. Fig. 3 shows a
snipped of ‘Database’ Domain Ontology. It consists of
concepts and relations among them under its own domain. It
forms an important part of the knowledgebase and therefore it
1
2
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is created carefully by experts following multiple iterations.
Domain ontology that depicts the structure of some topic or
domain usually has scope for expansion, but rarely requires
any change. Therefore, domain ontology needs only one time
effort per domain.
2) Fragment ontology
The web resources are stored in fragment ontology as
instances of the content fragments which are based on
Content Fragment Classification [15]. The intention behind
using this classification is to separate the structure from
content which is an important step towards reusability, also
suggested by [3] in their Research agenda 2. Therefore, the
content fragment is used as the most basic form of content
that represents individual resources.
In addition to it, this approach also stores the associated
social semantic relevance with concepts and the level of
content which is computed for each resource. Resource
annotation using this information is processed automatically
which is an advantage over the manually created metadata.
This annotation helps to retrieve relevant resources from
ontology for learners with effectively reduced computational
time. URLs of semantically relevant web resources to the
domain concepts are organized according to their format in
the ontology which is named as Content Fragment
Ontology (CFO).
Each fragment in CFO is linked to the concept(s) along
with the computed relevance with respect to some concepts
of Domain ontology. CFO makes an early distinction
between classes that describes discrete elements and
continuous elements. Subclasses of discrete elements are
Graphics, Data files, Text, etc. whereas, Continuous elements
have audio, video, animation etc. subclasses. Each of these
subclasses constitutes various formats that are used in files/
documents. The contents being separate from the context,
allows an administrator an easy and simple maintenance
tasks that involves updating ontology, addition of new classes
etc. as per the need. Fig. 4 illustrates CFO classification.

knowledgebase. The process of expansion is carried out by
considering basic, average and advanced information levels
of the content. This component thus, computes the Semantic
Relevance for each of the expanded term and calculates the
query vector which is later used by part II and III. The second
part is responsible for searching relevant eResources by
taking seed URLs from a search engine’s search results.
Starting with these seeds, it crawls into a SBS using a focused
pattern search called FCHC, which searches semantically
relevant web resources tagged by SBS users. The third part
takes the query vector which is computed using Vector Space
Model based on ontology (from the first part) and
semantically relevant eResources extracted from a SBS (from
the second part) as input. The social semantic relevance
ranking is then computed using cosine similarity between the
resource vectors and the query vector.
1) Semantic query expansion
The Semantic Query Expansion (SQE) component uses a
knowledge base that consists of multiple domain ontologies,
constructed manually for education purpose. These
ontologies represent hierarchical taxonomies consisting of
concepts and relations among them. It extracts semantic
relevant terms from domain ontology to expand the posted
query term or topic. The expansion is carried out, based on
the content level required by the learner (personalization).
The system provides three options to a learner: content
relevant at basic level for a beginner, average level for related
articles or advanced level for in-depth information on a given
topic. The query vector length | | is computed using the
semantic distance between the query term and it’s each
expanded term as the following function:
| |

∑

,

is the weight assigned to each
Here,
,
1 1 terms, It is formulated as following:
Wt Q

,

∑

SRQ ,
SRQ ,

(2)
,
(3)

SR is the Semantic Relevance computed using the domain
ontology that contains the query topic.
2) Social semantic focused crawler
A social semantic focused crawler FCHC (Focused
Crawling using Human Cognition) [9] has been used to
retrieve relevant resources. The pattern used to search
relevant resources in social bookmarking site (SBS) makes
this crawler different from others. It explores the pages of
SBS users for bookmarked web resources with tags that are
related to the semantically relevant terms.
3) Social semantic resource ranking
The Semantic Relevance of tags is computed for all SBS
bookmarks which are semantically relevant. The social
semantic relevance of each tag associated with each resource
is computed by incorporating the popularity of the resource
among SBS users. The resource vector length is then
calculated for each resource using the tags weight computed
by the social semantic relevance. Following formula is used
to calculate the resource vector length.

Fig. 4. Content fragment ontology based on content fragmentation
classification

B. SSR4: Social Semantic Relevance Ranking of Retrieved
eResources
The SSR4 module is composed of three parts: The first part
is semantic query expansion which is used to expand the
entered query using domain ontology from the existing

|r |

∑ Wt

,

(4)

The distance is measured between the query vector and
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term
conccept forms innverse link too web resourrce to represeent
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vance of a web
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assocciated level of contentt. This simp
ple and cleean
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These resourrces are then ranked by soorting them on
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coomputed
inn descending order. The value
v
of simiilarity
m
measure
(θ ) is maximum forr the most releevant resourcee. The
reelevance of a resource
r
to thhe query term decreases witth the
deecreasingθ.
C. Linking semantically reelevant web reesources in
Knowledgebaase
The classes and subclassses of CFO are
a called Coontent
Frragments wheereas, the classes and subcclasses of Doomain
Ontology are called
c
conceppts, in order to distinguishh the
obbjectives of booth type of onttologies. Relevvant web resoources
thhat are retrieeved from WWW
W
using SSR4, formss the
innstance (indivvidual) of coontent fragmeents. Links inn the
knnowledgebasee are establishhed between thhese instances and
cooncepts in doomain ontoloogy. An overrall view of both
onntologies and the relevant resources shoowing their linnking
w
with
each othher is illustraated in Fig. 5. It showss two
onntologies: dom
main ontologgy consisting of conceptss and
coontent fragmennt ontology coonsisting of coontent fragmeents.

Fiig. 6. Links betw
ween a web resouurce and a concep
pt from domain onntology

IV. IMPLEM
MENTATION
A prototype is implemented with domain ontology andd a
O using java, MySql
M
and O
OWLAPI. SSR
R4 uses a soccial
CFO
semaantic focused crawler FCH
HC that retriev
ves relevant web
w
resou
urces to feed the
t knowledgeebase. The num
mber of relevaant
resou
urces is takeen above a pparticular thrreshold becauuse
resou
urces with a sm
mall relevancee are usually of
o no interest for
f
the learner. The taable-1 shows tthe top 15 ressources retrievved
by th
he FCHC focuused crawler annd the similarrity computed by
SSR
R4.
and CFO are bu
Th
he Domain ontology
o
uilt manually in
Onto
ology editor Protégé,
P
a
wherreas, web ressources that are
retrieeved using SSR4 algorithm
m are individ
dually annotatted
autom
matically. Besides annottations, semaantic links are
a
creatted among conncepts in dom
main ontology and individuals
(insttances/ web resources) oof content fragments.
f
T
The
back
kground process that is executed automatiically at frequeent
interrvals of time to
t acquire releevant web ressources and liink
them
m to create knoowledgebase is algorithmicaally summarizzed
below
w, along witth the requireed set of inpu
uts, process (as
(
illusttrated in Fig. 2)
2 and the outtputs.

Fig. 5. Resource organiization in the knoowledgebase

These contennt fragments have instancces in the forrm of
URLs. These URLs
U
U
are thee web resourcces that have been
reetrieved from SSR4
S
using soome query toppic. Therefore,, each
reesource in turnn is associated with a set of concepts
c
in doomain
onntology. Usinng this inform
mation, the resources which are
innstances of coontent fragmeent are linkedd to the assocciated
cooncepts in dom
main ontologgy. These linkks or relationss also
store additionaal informationn like the relevance score of a
reesource to a cooncept and thee level of content in the resoource.
A concept and
a a URL reepresenting a web resourcce are
linnked with eacch other througgh a relation is
i illustrated inn Fig.
6 as a specific case. The conncept named as
a ‘dml’ belonngs to
doomain ontology and an inndividual connsisting of a URL
reepresenting a web resourrce, belongs to the CFO
O. An
inndividual in a content fraggment is relaated to conceept of
doomain ontoloogy through the computedd social sem
mantic
reelevance valuee when queriied with the unexpanded query
q
teerm (original query) usingg Social Sem
mantic Rank (SSR)
(
allgorithm [9]. The domain concept is also
a
linked too the
coontent fragment of CFO coonsisting of itss own relevannce to
thhat resource (content fragm
ment) with ann inverse propperty.
Thhe example inn Fig. 6 clearlly shows that number of linnks to
annd fro betweenn two conceptts need not neecessarily be same.
s
U
URL
link conccepts in domaain ontology with
w various query
q

LE I: SOCIAL SEM
MANTIC RELEVANT
T ERESOURCES RETRIEVED BY SSR
TABL
R4
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instant results that helps in enhancing the quality of digital
learning experiences.

Input:
1.
2.

3.

List of n domains [ , … , ] that exist in the
Knowledgebase.
Each domain has m nodes where each node
represents a concept, C under its respective domain,
arranged ontologically. Thus we have:
|
,
, where, n is the
number of domains and m is the number of concepts
under their respective domains, (m may vary for
each
as no. of concepts may vary for every
subject).
Content Fragment Ontology (CFO): consists of the
supportive learning material for the underlying
domain in the knowledgebase. It stores the related
URLs and other properties for individual fragment.

V. CONCLUSION
The architecture to organize social semantic relevant web
resources in a knowledgebase has been presented in this
paper. The knowledgebase is organized using two types of
ontologies, which separate the concept structure from content
or resources (web documents, audio files, videos, text
documents, presentations etc.) at the basic levels. They are
domain ontology and content fragment ontology (CFO). The
domain ontology consists of various semantically linked
concepts that represents individual domain for educational or
learning purpose; whereas CFO classifies various web
resources as content fragments for structuring.
The topic relevant web-resources are retrieved by the
module SSR4 (Social Semantic Relevant Resources Retrieval
and Ranking) which uses a social semantic focused crawler
FCHC. It crawls into a social bookmarking site by analyzing
tags given to the resources in a systematic search pattern. The
retrieved resources form the individual of content fragments
and they are also semantically linked to the concepts (from
domain ontology). These links also carry the similarity value
between the query term and resource when searched for
different level of content (depth) by a learner.
A prototype has been implemented with ‘Database’
domain ontology and CFO. A learner is allowed to retrieve
documents on any topic (query) under ‘Database’ domain,
through a user interface. The query is semantically expanded
with (optional) additional information which involves the
learner’s requirement for the level (depth) of resource content,
using part I of SSR4. Based on this expanded query, the
relevant resources above a threshold, which is fixed by the
learner, are retrieved from the knowledgebase. The resource
retrieval for a learner does not include the time spent in
searching and retrieving documents from the WWW and the
SBS as this done offline. Therefore, the approach reduces the
effective searching time for a learner tremendously, which
consequently, enhances the quality of digital learning
experience. A learner needs to be online only when he/ she
wish to open a web page using the recommended URLs.
The work is in the process of integrating all modules
(SSR4, query expansion, FCHC and knowledgebase
organization), which have presently been implemented
separately.

Process:
for each :
for each :
1. Select most semantically relevant URLs to
concept, , using SSR4.
2. Award Social Semantic Rank (SSR),
θ ,
to each URL, again computed
using SSR4.
3. for each θ ,
// (where is the
threshold for URL acceptance)
i) Create URL (resource) instance in CFO
based on content format.
ii) Link resource to all concepts of domains
contained in expanded query structure, Q
and the expected level of
with θ ,
resource content.
to all resources with property as
4. Link
Social Semantic Similarity ( θ ) and level of
resource content.

Output:
1.

2.

A set of new URLs (resources) linked to each
concept, that represent web pages consisting of concept
related learning material and information.
Automatic updating of knowledge base with most
relevant learning material to domain ontologies.

The focused crawler, FCHC executes at frequent intervals
of time by the module SSR4 on all concepts of domain
ontology to update the knowledgebase. All links among the
concepts and instances of content fragments are established
to incorporate latest changes.
Thus, the proposed organization of knowledgebase and its
automatic bindings allow a learner to efficiently retrieve web
resources relevant to a given topic. This approach assumes
here that these topics that are searched by learner also exist as
one of the concepts in pre existing set of domain ontology.
The results obtained from the above algorithm are shown
as a list of URLs to user that can be opened in a browser after
getting connected to internet. One of the important benefits of
the proposed system is that, the retrieved resources are
assessed semantically and socially by the community and
therefore retrieve relevant resources only. Iterative execution
of retrieval and ranking process saves lot of time of learner as
it completes maximum of searching and ranking process well
before the query submission. This provides learner with
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